GOCO HOSPITALITY APPOINTS JAMIE WARING AS
GROUP DIRECTOR  OPERATIONS
BANGKOK, THAILAND – 29 May 2017 – Wellness company GOCO Hospitality announced the appointment of Mr. Jamie
Waring as Group Director  Operations. Jamie will be based at GOCO Hospitality's headquarter in Bangkok and
will overlook all operating assets in GOCO Hospitality's expanding international portfolio.
Jamie brings to GOCO Hospitality over 20 years of hospitality, wellness and fitness experience joining the company from
Holmes Place in Europe where he was Chief Executive Officer. Prior to his recent assignment, Jamie held the position of
Chief Operations Officer at Six Senses, managing their global portfolio of Resorts & Spas for five years.
“By bringing Jamie on board, we are strategically enhancing our senior leadership team in preparing the anticipated growth
of our company”, says GOCO Hospitality CEO Ingo Schweder.
Jamie states “The projects delivered by GOCO Hospitality are visionary and cuttingedge. I am thrilled to become part
of the team, looking forward to supporting GOCO Hospitality’s growth in creating wellness destinations worldwide.”
###
About GOCO Hospitality: Founded in 2009, GOCO Hospitality is a leading wellness hospitality development and
management company, working in over 20 countries with iconic brands such as Bvlgari, The RitzCarlton, Marriott,
Wynn, Viceroy, Emaar and Starwood amongst others. GOCO Hospitality creates, innovates, and operates tomorrow’s
hospitality concepts as well as delivers unique business solutions to a clientele ranging from individual investors to global
hospitality brands. GOCO Hospitality’s projects are always authentic, reflect local cultures and traditions and strive to
make a positive social impact in their communities. This locally rooted philosophy allows GOCO Hospitality
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Hospitality owns four hospitality brands; GOCO Retreat, GOCO Spa, GOCO Life and GOCO Residences; the
company currently operates two luxury hotel spas (GOCO Spa Ajman, U.A.E. and GOCO Spa Venice, Italy) and owns the
in 1860 established Glen Ivy Hot Springs, surrounded by organic gardens and matured landscape on 85 acres in
Southern California. Other confirmed openings for GOCObranded projects in late 2017 / early 2018 are located in
Goa – India, Dubai – United Arab Emirates and Koh Chang – Thailand.
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